
Mountains, Rivers and Water 

DRIVER 1: Exploring Opportunities  
(Visits and Visitors) 

Open the Book Team 
Visit from a geography teacher. 
Visit from Severn Trent Water—4th 
October. 
Trip to Carding Mill Valley—7th 
September. 

DRIVER 2: Outdoor Education 

River Study at Carding Mill Valley. 
Bikeability sessions for Y4,5 and 6 

DRIVER 3: Christian Values 

September—Responsibility.  Taking care 
of our own things, taking on roles and 
responsibilities in Yellow Class and the 
school. 
October— Truthfulness. Being honest 
and telling the truth even when its 
difficult. Making the right choices. 

DRIVER 4: Happiness and  
Well-being 

Managing and responding to 
feelings and developing our self 
respect. 
Developing healthy relationships. 
Feeling a valued member of our 
class and school. 

DRIVER 5: Our Place in the 
World 

 Harvest Festival 
MacMillan Coffee Morning 29th 
September. 
How we can help to conserve wa-
ter. 

Yellow Class 

Year 4, 5 and 6 

Autumn Term 

English: 

Fiction— The Wreck of the Zanzibar by Michael Morpurgo 

Non-fiction— Travel Writing 

Poetry— Reading and learning poems— I Like This Poem edited by Kaye 

Webb, Poems about Water compiled by Andrew Fusek Peters  

Writing Workshop—writing across a range of genres. 

Art & DT: 

River Art inspired by 

Monet. Using 

watercolour and other paint 

techniques to create images inspired 

by Claude Monet eg Waterlillies and 

Monet’s River Thames series. 

Science—Looking at States: 

Compare and group materials 
together, according to whether they 
are solids, liquids or gases. Observe 
some materials change state when 
they are heated or cooled. Identify 
the part played by evaporation and 
condensation in 
the water cycle, 
and associate the 
rate of 
evaporation with 
temperature.  

P.E: 

Football Skills delivered by 

Shrewsbury Town in the community. 

Dance/Aerobics 

 

 

 

Maths 
Year 4: Arithmetic, Numbers to 100,000, comparing numbers up to 100,000, rounding to the nearest 10, rounding to the nearest 100.  

Year 5: Arithmetic, Numbers to 10 million, place value of digits up to 10 million, comparing numbers within 10 million, rounding to the 

nearest 1000 and estimating. 

Year 6:  Arithmetic, Letters in algebraic expressions represent numbers, simplifying algebraic expressions, word problems.  

 

 

All year groups will carry out ongoing learning of  times tables, number facts and mental maths skills. One lesson per week will 

focus on Arithmetic skills and focus on calculations using the 4 operations. 

R.E.  How is belief expressed through 

symbols and action.  

Looking at  symbols and actions both 

in  Christianity and Hinduism. 

 

 

Music: The Moldau from Ma Vlast’  by 

Bedrich Smetana. To use music to describe 

the course of the Moldau (also known as 

the Vltava), a river in the Czech Republic, 

from source to end. 

Children creating own compositions. 
 

Computing: 

iCompute  -iProgram—Designing 

and developing computer games. 

 

LEARNING, LISTENING, LIVING  

French: 
Ongoing—greetings and simple in-

structions in class. 

Learning about members of your   

family. 

 

History: 
Learning about the RMS Titantic. 

The class system on board the Titanic. 

 

 

Spelling & Handwriting: 

Y4, 5 and 6 to follow the No 

Nonsense spelling program with 

weekly word lists, spelling journals 

and testing using dictation 

sentences. 

Geography: 

Describe and understand key features 

of physical geography—rivers and 

mountains. 

Use maps and atlases to locate world 

rivers and mountains. Use fieldwork 

to observe, measure and record 

physical features in the local area. 

P.S.H.C.E: 

Learning about roles and responsibilities. 

Developing healthy relationships and 

bonding as a class. 

 


